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in its two positions be T, Tf ; p, p'; p, p'; and Z, Z', respectively. Then, from Poisson's equation, putting AR/cp = fc; dp/cfe = 6; and dp' '/dzf = b';
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Expanding and retaining only the significant terms, we get
Again retaining only the significant terms, substituting for I7' its value from the first equation, and noting that 6 = — pg, bf — — prg, and that $*/$/ = p'/p, we finally get
But pf and p are unequal, since they pertain to different levels, hence I' and Z also are unequal; that is, vertical convection changes the lapse rate, except in the special case when I has the adiabatic value, —Ag/cp. If, for example, a layer of air having initially half the adiabatic lapse rate — colder above than below by about 1° C. per 200 meters difference in level — should descend until the pressure at some point in it became doubled, then at that point, not elsewhere, its lapse rate would be zero.
All the above is, as explained, on the assumption that there is no lateral expansion or contraction. Suppose, however, that the horizontal cross-section of the convecting air changes from s at one level to sf at the other, Then, since 5Z/5Z' = p's'/ps, clearly, in this case,
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Equations (9) and (10), it should be noted, do not represent an ado about nothing, or at most just some rare and unimportant event, but are evaluations of the ceaseless changes in the lapse rate that, however unsuspected, occur with every variation of the barometer and every change of level no matter how produced.
Lapse Rate in Non-adiabatic Convection. — If dQ in equation (1) is not zero, then we may put dQ = ydT, as Emden1 does, and obtain the expression
0 - (C, - y)dT + ApdV,
which, by substitution, gives
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